9 - 15 October 2017

BUSINESS CONSULTATION NOTIFICATION
Food derived from DHA Canola Line Proposal
You are invited to comment on the application to use a specific genetically modified canola line in food.
Closes 26 October 2017.
Draft Pest Risk Analysis Report
You are invited to comment on the draft pest risk analysis report on the brown marmorated stick bug as a
pest that requires risk management measures. Closes 27 October 2017
Protein Glutaminase as a Processing Aid (Enzyme)
You are invited to provide comment on the application to use Protein Glutaminase as a processing aid
(enzyme) in baking, noodle, dairy, meat, fish and yeast products. Close date 02 November 2017

FOOD STANDARDS AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
FSANZ finds risk from migration of packaging chemicals to
food is low
Food Standards Australia New Zealand today announced the conclusion of a three-year project
looking at the risk of chemicals migrating from packaging into food and has determined that the
chemicals investigated are not a concern for human health.
FSANZ Chief Executive Officer Mark Booth said that after a thorough risk assessment, FSANZ
concluded the risk to public health and safety resulting from the chemicals migrating from packaging
to food was low.
“This assessment process has involved considerable work and two rounds of public consultation,” Mr
Booth said.
“It also involved establishing an advisory group with industry and consumer representatives, testing of
foods for the presence of packaging chemicals and dietary exposure assessments,” Mr Booth said.
"Based on its assessment, FSANZ has not recommended any further regulatory measures be
introduced to the Food Standards Code.
"However, FSANZ continues to monitor the science in this area and is developing guidance,
particularly for small and medium size businesses, to help them ensure packaging is safe.”
More Information
- Read the report
- Read more about our work on food packaging
The latest Notification Circular (28-17) was published on 12 October 2017.
The Circular summarises work currently being undertaken or finalised by FSANZ including:
• P1034 – Chemical Migration from Packaging into Food (Abandonment)

FSANZ - Media issues for the week
Here are the media issues for the week (9 - 15 Oct 2017)
Food General
The iconic spread Vegemite has joined the ‘gourmet movement’ by releasing a new version of its product
that claims to taste ‘sweeter and richer’—even though it’s made with the same ingredients—and retails for
double the price of the original. Vegemite Blend 17 is said to provide an “extra intense and bold hit”
through the new process used to make it. Read more.
Food labelling
In heartbreaking news from the US, a bakery has been issued a warning by the FDA for including “LOVE”
in the ingredient list on one of its granola products, saying the word is considered intervening material and
makes the product “misbranded” (even if they really did put a lot of effort they put into making it!) Read
more.
This article talks a look at the many health claims that have made their way onto food labels in recent
times and the impact this has had on the food industry and consumers (…and how some can even make
you hungry just by reading them).
A low-carb diet company from the US has come under fire for fudging its nutrition data when it comes to
“net carbs”, a new lawsuit is alleging. It is suggested that the company “artificially subtracts” sugar
alcohols from the definition of carbohydrates, deceiving customers into believing some products are lowcarb when they really aren’t.
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Food safety
This week the APVMA announced it successfully tested and has given the all clear to 16 agricultural
chemical products screened for potential contaminants. The announcement comes after the authority
handed out the largest fines in its history this August to companies for herbicides that contained chemicals
other than those listed. Read more.
When was the last time you washed your shopping bag? University researchers in the US have found that
almost all reusable grocery bags randomly selected from customers doing their groceries contained a
huge amount of bacteria—with nearly half featuring coliform and 12 per cent with E. Coli. Read more.
Diet and nutrition
A salt action group in the UK has said that feeding children pesto pasta could be worse for them
nutritionally than letting them eat a hamburger, mostly because of the high salt content. In this article a
nutritionist takes a look at ‘would-be’ healthy foods that are becoming unhealthy, and lists thirteen of the
unhealthiest ‘healthy’ foods we probably have in our cupboards.
There has been a huge movement in recent times of athletes adopting plant-based diets—but are they
really as good as they say? These nutritionists serve up a few truths about whether nutritional data for
plant-based eating really adds up.
An academic paper published this week is suggesting that schools, the home and even the supermarket
are not safe places for a child because they expose them to 27 junk food ads a day. The world first study
strapped cameras onto 168 school kids from NZ and captured images of their surroundings, as evidence
that junk food ads are “littering children’s lives”.
Interested in climbing onto the vegan bandwagon, but not sure where to start? Here is a 7-day vegan
meal plan.
PFAS
This story looks at recent news that the Department of Defence admitted it should have warned the public
about a chemical contamination scandal three years earlier than it did—and says the cost to taxpayers to
clean up the problem nationwide will mount into the hundreds of millions of dollars.
GM
A US company is planning to begin marketing genetically modified apples this year, but says it won’t label
them as GMO—instead, a 2016 labelling law allows them to simply include a QR code that links to a web
page with detailed information on how the apples were made. The “Arctic apples” are genetically altered
to suppress browning and may be offered for sale as bagged slices. Read more.
A team of Japanese researchers have genetically modified chicken sperm. They are aiming to create a
generation of hens that lay “cancer-fighting eggs”. The scientists used genome editing on chicken DNA by
introducing genes that produce a type of protein into precursors of chicken sperm that have been used in
treatments for many diseases including multiple sclerosis, types of cancer and even hepatitis.
Quirky
Ravenous fans of a cartoon show that referenced an limited-time-only flavour of McDonald’s sauce in one
episode have forced the restaurant to make even more sauce after it underestimated the demand a recent
re-release of the flavour would attract this week. A limited quantity of the GD Szechuan flavour sauce was
available at US McDonald’s outlets over the weekend, but it quickly sold out which lead to gargantuan
lines, police control, and even chanting. Read more.

AUSTRALIAN PESTICIDES AND VETERINARY MEDICINES AUTHORITY
APVMA Regulatory update Issue #259
Reminder—open for public consultation
We regularly seek input throughout chemical registration and review processes, and other operational and
regulatory processes. We are currently seeking input on the following open consultations:
• Proposal to amend Schedule 20 of the revised Australia New Zealand Food Standards Code - 31
October 2017
Media Release 9 October 2017
APVMA runs 896 tests giving agricultural chemicals the all clear
The Australian Pesticides and Veterinary Medicines Authority (APVMA) has run 896 tests on 16
agricultural chemical products to screen for potential contaminants, with September results coming back
100 per cent compliant. Read the article here.

AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRY GROUP
Industry Newsletter
https://www.aigroup.com.au/policy-and-research/industrynewsletter/

RIGBY COOKE LAWYERS

GST on LVT – the Bill that keeps on giving 12 October 2017
A previously reported, the Bill to impose GST on low value imported goods (LVTs) has recently passed
through our Federal Parliament. However, by no means have all the issues associated with the Bill been
resolved with certainty.
Readers will recall that the Bill was subject to heated debate before a Senate Committee and ultimately
passed with two major caveats recommended by that Committee. First, that the provisions would not
commence until 1 July 2018 and second, that certain issues associated with the Bill would be referred to
the Productivity Commission (PC) for consideration and recommendations. Read the full article.
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NEWS
Australian Food News - Thought for Food
- Kaufland purchase Adelaide property
- Dove attracts criticism over Facebook ad
- Woolworths ban plastic bags in New Zealand
- Franchisers warned to comply with new under payment laws
- Largest commercial kitchen in Southern Hemisphere opens in Melbourne
- Food production could now be cheaper thanks to Australian research
- Streets announce another Blast from the Past flavour
- Donut King releases nostalgic donut range for millennial
Read the full Newsletter here

EVENTS
CHINA FRUIT AND VEGETABLE FAIR 2017
In 2017, China FVF will take place on Nov. 3-5 at China National Convention Center in Beijing. This
convention+conference offers a platform where policy makers from China, embassy representatives from
major produce trade nations, professional associations and industry executive get together, share
information, exhibit new products, meet clients, social network, discuss solutions and make deals.
If you are looking at the huge China market, China FVF is the right event to attend!
If you are looking for protocols for your products to enter China, China FVF is the only event that you can
exhibit samples (either with or without protocols) & meet AQSIQ officials, who issue protocols.
For more information on China FVF 2017 visit here.
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